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Malaysia’s proposed mega bank
merger may be off the table
Source says due diligence exercise shows up wide gap in MBSB’s loan provisioning practice with that of potential partners
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THE grand plan to create Malaysia’s
biggest bank may be dead in the water – no thanks to lax loan provisioning at Malaysia Building Society Bhd
(MBSB) that has surfaced during a
three-month due diligence exercise.
The proposal to merge MBSB with
CIMB Group and RHB Capital was supposed to result in South-east Asia’s
fourth biggest lender via a three-way
“mega” union.
MBSB’s provisioning policy for bad
debts may be problematic as it could
require considerable capital to realign its loan portfolio for the merger,
an outcome deemed unsavoury for a
S$27 billion ambitious merger plan
largely predicated on deriving
cost-saving synergies.
“Harmonising MBSB’s standards to
industry practice will see the capital
base suffer a humongous hit. This
possibility has scared everyone,” said
a source close to the deal.
The deal is expected to be called
off this week following the banks’
board meeting on Wednesday.

“The merger is going to be very
hard to justify, particularly at a time
of scarce capital and the weak macro
environment,” the source added.
As an exempt-finance firm, MBSB
provides financing without a banking
licence and hence has some leeway in
adopting relatively less-stringent
standards. For example, banks are
generally more conservative in terms
of provisioning for soured loans: they
provide up to 100 per cent after a certain time and write back as they recover. On the other hand, an insider said
MBSB provides for these loans on historical recovery rates and writes back
or provides more when necessary.
This could pose unacceptable
risks to the merger parties as more
loans turn sour on the back of an uncertain macro backdrop. “Imagine the
potential risks sitting in the books.
This (MBSB) was the entity that was
supposed to create the cost synergy
for the merger. If that thesis for the
merger is no longer apparent, then
the merger is not valid,” he added.
MBSB, which counts Malaysia’s civil servants as its main customers, has
long wrestled with the stigma of hefty
soured loans; its current NPL (non-per-

“Harmonising MBSB’s standards to
industry practice will see the capital
base suffer a humongous hit. This
possibility has scared everyone.”
A source close to the deal

forming loan) ratio of some 5 per cent
is more than double the banking
sector’s average but nevertheless
marks a stark improvement from a
whopping 40 per cent eight years
ago, much of that related to legacy
mortgage accounts.
Since 2009, a new management
has tried to tackle this NPL issue with
some success but that clearly remains a work in progress. While some
of these loans have been written off,
there are others that have yet to be
provided for.
“It is hard to justify suffering a big
capital hit at a time when the macro
environment is looking questionable.
It is just not the right or prudent thing
to march ahead with the merger,” said
an industry analyst.

Signs that the deal, which would
create an entity with some S$240 billion in total assets and touted to create a formidable and the world’s largest Islamic bank, was on the brink of
falling apart surfaced in mid-December last year following the findings of
the due diligence work.
Should the deal be scuppered, it
won’t be the first time CIMB and RHB
have failed to execute a merger; they
last tried three years ago.
The deal’s flop would be a major
blow for the country’s banking consolidation cheerleader, Bank Negara Malaysia, and more so for CIMB, the
deal’s biggest proponent led by its
chairman Nazir Razak.
Mr Nazir, the youngest brother of

Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak, who last year relinquished his
chief executive position in CIMB after
15 years and swooped into the
chairman’s seat, has long aspired to elevate the lender to the top spot in the
country’s banking sector and pip rival
Maybank. But evidently, not at all
costs.
“This is not an ego trip. Everyone
needs to stay focused on whether the
deal will create value,” said a senior
banker.
News that the deal – which had
raised hopes of further bank mergers
– was faltering did not disappoint
many, and in fact brought relief in
some quarters.
CIMB’s share price, which was
weighed down by merger worries
since the deal was announced in July
last year, staged a stealthy rise of 14
per cent to RM5.92 on Tuesday.
In a stock exchange filing, CIMB
said that the parties were still in discussions on the proposed merger and
added that it would make an announcement should there be any material developments.
Could the deal still be salvaged?
“The potential reputational damage does not justify pushing and reworking the deal,” added the source.
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Public’s trust and keeping systems up to date
key to Singapore’s fight against corruption: PM Lee
Corruption laws being
reviewed, CPIB to get more
manpower, new reporting
centre for whistleblowers
By Lee U-Wen
leeuwen@sph.com.sg
@LeeUwenBT
Singapore
PRIME Minister Lee Hsien Loong on
Tuesday described the thousands of
officers in Singapore’s public service
as “clean, zealous and well-qualified”,
but nonetheless pledged that the government would keep up its efforts to
keep corruption in check.
Work is already under way to review the Prevention of Corruption
Act, the country’s principal anti-corruption law enacted in 1960.
And the Corrupt Practices Investigation Bureau (CPIB), an independent
law enforcement agency that reports
directly to the Prime Minister’s Office,
will get 20 per cent more manpower.
Speaking to about 600 public-service officers at the opening of a conference on public service values, Mr
Lee also disclosed plans to set up a
one-stop corruption-reporting centre.
The centre, likely to be located in
the city area to make it accessible, will
at the same enable whistleblowers to
file their reports discreetly; this facility will come on top of the CPIB’s
24-hour hotline and walk-in service at
its headquarters in Jalan Bukit Merah.
The CPIB will also set up a permanent heritage gallery alongside the
new reporting centre to better educate members of the public about anti-corruption issues.
Mr Lee said at the conference, organised by the CPIB and the Civil Service College and held at the Suntec
Singapore Convention and Exhibition
Centre, that fighting corruption goes
beyond just having a strong CPIB,
which has served Singapore well over
the years.
On its part, the government must
ensure it keeps all its systems up to
date, such as by constantly reviewing
procurement rules and spending limits, and tapping technology to spot irregularities in areas such as how public tenders are awarded.
“When we need to change (the
rules) and when we find loopholes,
we will fix them. After the Brompton
bikes case, we changed our pro-

Mr Lee speaking with (from left) Sgt Goh Wee Kian from the police, Sgt Samuel Anadaraj from the SCDF and Sgt Tan Kai Xiang from the police at the
Integrity in Action: Public Service Values Conference 2015 held at the Suntec City Convention Centre. PHOTO: ALPHONSUS CHERN/THE STRAITS TIMES

cesses,” said Mr Lee, referring to the
case in which a former National Parks
Board assistant director was convicted of lying to three auditors in 2012
over a S$57,200 deal to purchase 26
foldable bicycles.
“We may still need to buy foldable
bikes, but we make sure we do it honestly and there’s no hanky-panky involved.”
A recurring theme in his half-hour
address was that of trust.
A key reason why Singapore’s public service has been able to do good
work for the country is that the officers continue to enjoy the trust of the
people:

“We trust the public service to carry out its duties capably and competently. We trust the public service to
act with integrity, and always in the
public interest. This trust that Singaporeans have in the public service as
an institution, and each one of you individually, is critical.”
The key to maintaining this trust,
he added, is for the public service to
uphold its policy of zero tolerance for
corruption, regardless of the rank
and seniority of the officers involved.
“If any of you does something
wrong and breaches that trust, you
not only let the public service and
yourself down, but you also let Singa-

poreans down, and you can do a lot of
damage,” he said.
Likening corruption to a “cancer”
that is difficult to weed out once it
takes root, the prime minister described Singapore as a “shining exception” in the world and which has a
strong reputation when it comes to
having a clean public service.
This should never be taken for
granted, he warned. He noted that the
Republic had fallen two places to seventh in Transparency International’s
latest Corruption Perception Index.
Several recent high-profile corruption cases, such as the sex-for-contracts cases involving a senior officer

and the misappropriation of funds by
a CPIB branch head, have hurt
Singapore’s reputation both locally
and around the world, he said.
The government keeps a close
watch on Singapore’s rankings internationally on corruption, transparency and the quality of its government.
“How others assess our performance has a very important influence –
whether they are confident in Singapore, whether they are ready and prepared to invest here, whether they
have respect for you and me and Singaporeans, and whether we can hold
our heads high in the world,” said Mr
Lee.
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